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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following SQL statements can be used to create a
DB2 object to store numerical data as EURO data?
A. CREATE DATA TYPE euro AS DECIMAL (9,3)
B. CREATE DISTINCT TYPE euro AS DECIMAL (9,3)
C. CREATE ALIAS euro FOR DECIMAL (9,3)
D. CREATE NICKNAME euro FOR DECIMAL (9,3)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
As part of his new job in the finance department, Julian is
taught to use a new accounting program. However, he finds that
he does not often need to use this program in his work. So,
although he quickly attains decent competence with the program,
he does not make much progress thereafter. Which style of
learning curve illustrates this situation?
A. plateau learning curve
B. positively accelerating learning curve
C. negatively accelerating learning curve

D. Sshaped learning curve
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation: This situation could be illustrated by a plateau
learning curve. In this model, the learner makes rapid progress
at first, but learning then slows almost to a halt. A plateau
learning curve might occur when a task is easy to become
competent at but difficult to master, or when a skill is easy
to acquire but rarely practiced.

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option B
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
This can be verified via the ASDM screen shot shown here:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following enables Recruiters to create Talent
Pools with groups of candidates who may be suited to various
job opportunities?
A. Advanced Analytics
B. Recruiting Posting
C. Candidate Relationship Management
D. Career Site Builder
Answer: C
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